
At the Rhön Biosphere Reserve, you'll encounter an array of
unique natural treasures, valuable biotopes, pristine primeval
forests, mysterious moors, basalt mountains, idyllic river valleys,
alpine meadows rich with plant and animal life, and an unbe-
lievable feeling of space and freedom in a place where the hori-
zon and sky seem somewhat closer than elsewhere. is
landscape, which has been carefully tended and utilised for cen-
turies, has an unmistakeable character that offers you unforget-
table experiences with nature and enjoyment. Come see what
many guests from all over the world have discovered in this ex-
ceptional atmosphere of natural and often breathtaking beauty.

Besides the unique landscape, you'll also encounter creative people,
projects, initiatives and products that are inspired by and reflect
the spirit of the biosphere reserve. Discover a colourful, living
world where nature, humans, and culture are connected ideally in
a way that is sustainable, forward-thinking, and experience-rich.
Welcome to the UNESCO Rhön Biosphere Reserve!

Here you'll find an exclusive selection of tourist attractions in the
Rhön Biosphere Reserve. Be inspired by unforgettable excursions
and discoveries!

Yes, it may be a little unusual that sheep become part of a tourist
attraction and even a symbol of an entire landscape. e Rhön
sheep, however, is something quite special! It was saved from ex-
tinction and repopulated in the sweeping, hilly meadow landsca-
pes of the Rhön biosphere reserve. e fact that they've reached
cult status with visitors is not only due to the fact that Napoleon
loved them as a delicacy. Rather, it helped a lively shepherd cul-
ture form in the Rhön biosphere reserve that is almost singular in
Germany.

e best way to find out more is here with the shepherds and
herds, enjoying a rustic meal in the fields, watching and petting
the sheep, and hearing stories.

Sheep destinations for those who seek more than just the usual:
Klaus Keidel, Gersfeld-Schachen I Julia Djabalameli, Ehrenberg-
Melperts I Schäferei Spies, Eiterfeld I Rhönschafhotel, Seiferts I
Tierparks Gersfeld und Klaushof I Biolandhof Helmut Schön-
berger, Rönshausen I Schäferei Kolb, Ginolfs I Schäferei Weck-
bach, Ehrenberg I Rhön-Dorf Wendershausen, Tann

Info: www.brrhoen.de/rhoenschaf

Welcome to the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve

In the German hills, one doesn't necessary expect the primordial
power of natures' fury. However, you are in the Rhön Biosphere
Reserve, after all! At many of the biosphere reserve's mountains,
the volcanic activity that took place here around 20 millions years
ago can still be seen and felt. Discover the numerous geological at-
tractions of the Rhön, stone monuments and rare geotopes from
early volcanic history.

Excursions for those who wish to follow Vulcan's footsteps:

Schafstein
Primeval beech forest and a sea of basalt boulders.
Gangolfsberg
Basalt prism wall with standing basalt columns
Milseburg
Called the “Pearl of the Rhön” for good reason.
Steinwand
e massive clink-stone cliff is the place to climb on the Rhön.
Lindenstumpf
An extraordinary quarry with standing basalt columns.
Wachtküppel
e striking basalt summit is called the“Rogue of the Rhön”.
Sieblos-Museum
Interesting fossils found along the Rhön.

Info: www.rhoener-geologie-erleben.de

Bubbling springs, gurgling streams, clear rivers – in the Rhön
Biosphere Reserve you'll still find truly clean, natural water.
We invite you to the Rhön springs and water experience, where
you can enjoy the beneficial powers of the water for body, mind
and spirit. Some call the Rhön the“land of a thousand springs.”
Today you'll find river trout, German crawfish, greylings,
schneider, brook lamphreys, Rhön spring snails and many
other animals. Even the beaver has returned. Kingfishers, grey
herons, and black storks hunt from the riverbanks. Whether
leisurely conversing or hiking the paths along the waterways,
Rhön waters are a living source of joy!

Excursions for those who want to stay by the river:
Ulster hiking route I Birxgraben I From Ulsterquelle to
Wüstensachsen I Fulda springs /Fulda cycling route R1
I Auersberg and Kesselrain area with many natural springs
I Cascade gorge (Gersfeld)

Info: www.brrhoen.de

A unique natural space and international model region
e Rhön is one of Europe's most extraordinary lower
mountain landscapes. In 1991 it was designated a biosphere
reserve by UNESCO, making it part of an international
group of outstanding natural and cultural landscapes. Today
the Rhön Biosphere Reserve, located in the heart of Ger-
many where the states of Hessen, Bavaria and üringen
meet, serves as an international model region for sustainable
development.

e bald eagle is to Canadian forests what the red kite is to the
realm of the Rhön biosphere reserve. is elegant, reddish-brown
raptor is easy to recognise by its forked tail. Up to 200 red kite
breeding pairs settle in the Rhön's pastoral settings each summer
– more than almost any other region! e natural and extensively
cultivated meadows and pastures offer them the ideal habitat. An
impressive natural spectacle from April through October, see this
bird of prey with a wing span of up to 1.70 metres circle overhead
or watch it during a hunt or courtship.

Info: www.brrhoen.de/rotmilan

Observation tips that will set your heart
aflutter:
Watch for farmers mowing or working
the fields. Oftentimes the red kites are
not far away watching for food. You can often find them
over open grasslands, where they watch for mice or soar to
lofty heights on the thermal rises.

UNESCO Rhön Biosphere Reserve:
an exciting world of nature and wonder.

Colourful and diverse by nature:
the Rhön Biosphere Reserve

Sheepish encounters:
the world of the Rhön sheep

Diversity to the horizons:
the mountain meadows in the biosphere reserve

e power of magma:
Rhön volcanoes and lava flows

Wilderness and ancient, gigantic trees:
discover the Rhön's primeval forests!

A flight of fancy:
the red kite

Everything flows:
the life of the Rhön springs and streams

Yes, they still exist in the midst of civilisation: wilderness and pri-
meval forests! ough not as extensive as before, when the Rhön
was still called Buchonia – land of the large beech forests, yet still
as mysterious and wild. In the Rhön Biosphere Reserve, many of
the primeval forests are left to nature so that the entire process of
growth and decay can take place without human intervention. In
this microcosm of nature, you'll find ancient trees and young sap-
lings, rhinoceros beetles and rosalia longicorns, and with a little
luck wild cats and woodpeckers – but you'll definitely find the
mystical enchantment of unspoilt nature and wilderness.

Excursions for those who like it wild and rustic:
Stallberg I Dreienberg I Stellberg I Steinkopf I Auersberg I
Schafstein I Landecker I Rotes Moor I Schwarzes Moor

Info: www.brrhoen.de/kernzonen

ere's a reason the Rhön is called the Land of Open Spaces. e
treeless highlands and summits with their broad flowing valleys
are one of a kind in Germany. From here you can enjoy breathta-
king views and grand panoramas as well as experience a unique
feeling of freedom. At over 600 m above sea level, you'll find globe
flowers and Carline thistle, arnica and devil's claw as well as many
other rarities. e numerous species in the mat grass turf, golden
oatgrass meadows, and calcareous grasslands of the Rhön are of
Europe-wide importance as an endangered landscape. You can
count on unforgettable moments in nature no matter what time of
year you visit.

Excursion tips for those who wish to broaden their horizons:
Red Moor tour I Herb meadow hikes I Lange Rhön/Hohe Rhön
I Ranger-led hikes

Info: www.brrhoen.de



Marvel, wonder, take your time:

Worlds of nature and discovery at the
UNESCO Rhön Biosphere Reserve!

ose who enjoy long hikes will find Germany's' most beautiful
long-distance hikes in the Rhön Biosphere Reserve: the HOCH-
RHÖNER! Award-winning and certified by the Deutches Wan-
derinstitut (German Hiking Institute)! At 175 km, this premium
hiking path connects the highest mountains in the Rhön, such as
the Wasserkuppe, Kreuzberg, and Heidelstein along with the
world-renowned spa towns of Bad Salzungen and Bad Kissingen.

As if that weren't enough! So-called extra tours, all of which are
certified, connect many extraordinary sights and destinations, in-
cluding the Gebaweg, Guckaisee, Rotes Moor and much more.
You can look forward to truly exquisite hiking enjoyment!

Start tips for hiking and exploring

11 (day) highlights of the HOCHRHÖNER I Extratour“Hoch-
rhöntour" I Extratour “Guckaisee" (most popular hiking path in
Hessen) I Extratour “Milseburg“ I Extratour “Der Hilderser“
I Heimatblick bei Oberfladungen

Info: www.rhoen.de

When's the last time you saw the night sky unobscured, marvel-
led at the twinkling sea of lights and saw the Milky Way with the
naked eye? Welcome to the Rhön Star Park! Far removed from all
artificial light sources, the wonderful scope of the night sky is open
to you here. e Rhön Biosphere Reserve is one of Germany's first
star parks! Environmentally-sound illumination is the focus here,
allowing diurnal creatures and humans to rest, while nocturnal
animals can live undisturbed. Two-legged night owls can come
here and once again learn to marvel at the heavens.

Observation points where you can observe the stars:

Lange Rhön nature preserve, Schwarzes Moor parking lot
bearings: Latitude N50.52405, Longitude E10.07260 I Rotes
Moor parking lot: N50.46028 E9.98583 I Wasserkuppe, Fulda-
quelle parking lot N50.49472 E9.94917 I Schwarze Berge - Kis-
singer Hütte (Hochebene): N50.34143 E9.94116 I Hohe Geba
(Hochebene): N50.58932 E10.27057 I Weidberg, P Erlebniswelt
Rhönwald, Camping: N50.60307 E10.08380

Info: www.sternenpark-rhoen.de

In the Rhön, you can rediscover a slower pace of life, including
while enjoying Rhön products. ey guarantee a unique, natural
taste because they are sustainably and often organically grown and
because they are made, processed and sold with passion by the
growers themselves. In the biosphere reserve, nature and cultiva-
tion go hand in hand. Discover unique specialities found only in
the Rhön Biosphere Reserve, such as products with the new Rhön
regional brand “Rhönwiese” – all of which can be ordered online.

Tasty excursions for real gourmands

Ostheim “Rhöner sausage market" I Poppenhausen Bread and
Beer Market I Rhöndorf- Shop Tann-Wendershausen I Groen-
hoff-Haus regional shops I Farmer's shops

Info: www.marktplatzrhoen.de und www.dachmarke-rhoen.de

Something new every day: calendar of events
Here you'll find various activities and attractive options to parti-
cipate and observe almost every day. It's worthwhile to check in
regularly!

Experience nature up close: head out with the Rhön rangers
You can discover the charms of the Rhön Biosphere Reserve's land-
scapes particularly intensively when you take hikes with our rangers
and guides.

Always something new: info centres
Rotating exhibitions and events as well as exciting and diverse
information will inspire you to make new ventures into the Rhön
Biosphere Reserve. Worth a visit during good weather as well:

I “UNESCO Info Centre” Groenhoff-Haus, Wasserkuppe 8,
36129 Gersfeld, Tel.: 06654-96120

I Info Centre “Haus der Langen Rhön" and “Schwarze Berge"
I Info Centre “Propstei Zella"

www.brrhoen.de

You'll only find it in the Rhön Biosphere Reserve: apples are a
tourism highlight! Only here will you find the popular Rhön
Apple Initiative, with its countless projects and initiatives. ere
are many reasons why the Rhön apple has become so popular with
the public: the large variety, exceptional mixed orchards, many
tasty, innovative products, and especially because here you can see
and taste how much creativity and imagination a native fruit can
contain.

Apple addresses for fruity experiences:
Hausen mixed orchard learning path I Propstei Zella mixed
orchard learning path I Schaukelterei and Rhöner Apfelsherry
eater, Seiferts

Info: www.rhoenapfel.de

Where once political worlds collided and the so-called Iron Cur-
tain separated East from West, today you'll find an impressive
natural area with exceptional flora and fauna called the “Green
Belt”. It runs right through the Rhön along the former East/West
German border, inviting you to not only unbounded natural ex-
periences, but also travel in time to recent German history. For
example, you can visit the Point Alpha memorial or the Dreilän-
dereck near the Black Moor.

Excursions for unique Rhön border experiences:

Point Alpha I Kolonnenweg I Dreiländereck border museum
I Hohe Geba I Tanner border museum I Radom Wasserkuppe

Info: www.rhoen.de

Rhön Highlight Tour – enjoy something good along every path
A special Rhön region cuisine has developed in the biosphere
reserve, all of which are certified as partner businesses under
the Rhön umbrella brand. Here you can enjoy select regional
specialities in the guaranteed quality of the biosphere reserve!

Hike and marvel:
HOCHRHÖNER and its extra tours

A special border experience:
the green belt

Reach for the stars:
the Rhön Star Park

Dining and drinking experience:
the world of Rhön apples

Taste á la Biosphere Reserve:
refined Rhön culinary highlights!

More than you think: Even more worlds of discovery
in the Rhön Biosphere Reserve
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PS: How about...disconnecting?
Your mobile phone, your computer – or your head and your
thoughts! Simply relax, breathe deeply, and enjoy nature, the still-
ness, the open horizon and live in the moment. Welcome to the
UNESCO Rhön Biosphere Reserve!

www.biosphaerenreservat-rhoen.de
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